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Is It Alzheimer’s?
101 Answers to Your Most Pressing Questions about Memory Loss and Dementia
Peter V. Rabins, M.D., M.P.H., best-selling author of The 36-Hour Day

A medical expert answers your common questions about memory loss, causes of dementia, diagnosis, prevention, treatment, and more.

2020 160 pp., 7 figures
978-1-4214-3640-1 $12.95 paperback

The Caregiver’s Encyclopedia
A Compassionate Guide to Caring for Older Adults
Muriel R. Gillick, M.D.

An indispensable, comprehensive reference for family caregivers.

2020 400 pp., 46 halftones, 14 line drawings
978-1-4214-3358-5 $22.95 paperback

Creative Engagement
A Handbook of Activities for People with Dementia
Rachael Wonderlin
with Geri M. Lotze, PhD

An activity book to help caregivers improve the quality of life of people who have dementia.

2020 232 pp., 44 halftones, 3 line drawings
978-1-4214-3728-6 $19.95 paperback

Through the Seasons
Activities for Memory-Challenged Adults and Their Caregivers
Second edition
Cynthia R. Green, PhD, and Joan Beloff, ACC, ALA, CDP
foreword by Peter V. Rabins, MD, MPH

A collection of easy-to-follow activities, organized by seasons of the year, to help family members and caregivers engage with memory-challenged adults.

2020 128 pp., 46 color photos
978-1-4214-3647-0 $19.95 paperback
Canadian rights sold
Making Tough Decisions about End-of-Life Care in Dementia
Anne Kenny, M D
Practical, essential advice about making tough decisions for people with end-stage dementia.
978-1-4214-2667-9  $19.95 paperback

A Loving Approach to Dementia Care
Making Meaningful Connections with the Person Who Has Alzheimer’s Disease or Other Dementia or Memory Loss
second edition
Laura Wayman
A special guide helping caregivers stay warmly connected with their loved ones who have memory loss.
2017  168 pp.  
978-1-4214-2228-2  $18.95 paperback

Fundamental Statistical Methods for Analysis of Alzheimer’s and Other Neurodegenerative Diseases
Katherine E. Irimata, Brittany N. Dugger, and Jeffrey R. Wilson
foreword by Marwan Sabbagh
A statistics textbook that delivers essential data analysis techniques for Alzheimer’s and other neurodegenerative diseases.
2020  480 pp., 56 line drawings  
978-1-4214-3671-5  $74.95 paperback

The 36-Hour Day
A Family Guide to Caring for People Who Have Alzheimer Disease, Other Dementias, and Memory Loss
sixth edition
Nancy L. Mace, M A, and Peter V. Rabins, M D, M P H
After 35 years, still the indispensable guide for countless families and professionals caring for someone with dementia.
978-1-4214-2223-7  $19.95 paperback
On Becoming a Healer
The Journey from Patient Care to Caring about Your Patients
Saul J. Weiner, M D

An invaluable guide to becoming a competent and compassionate physician.
2020 208 pp., 4 line drawings
978-1-4214-3781-1 $26.95 paperback

Hip Replacement
Experts Answer Your Questions
edited by Adam E. M. Eltorai, PhD, Alan H. Daniels, M D, Derek R. Jenkins, M D, and Lee E. Rubin, M D

A quick yet comprehensive guide for anyone considering hip replacement surgery.
2019 160 pp., 6 halftones, 9 line drawings
978-1-4214-2958-8 $15.95 paperback

Living with Cancer
A Step-by-Step Guide for Coping Medically and Emotionally with a Serious Diagnosis
Vicki A. Jackson, M D, M P H, and David P. Ryan, M D
with Michelle D. Seaton

A comprehensive and compassionate guide for patients and families living with the physical and emotional effects of cancer.
2017 368 pp., 11 line drawings
978-1-4214-2233-6 $22.95 paperback

Diabetes Head to Toe
Everything You Need to Know about Diagnosis, Treatment, and Living with Diabetes
Rita R. Kalyani, M D, M H S, Mark D. Corriere, M D, Thomas W. Donner, M D, and Michael W. Quartuccio, M D

A comprehensive, easy-to-follow guide to understanding and managing your diabetes.
2018 344 pp., 58 color illus.
978-1-4214-2648-8 $22.95 paperback
Take Control of Your Depression
Strategies to Help You Feel Better Now
Susan J. Noonan, M D, M P H
foreword by Jerrold F. Rosenbaum, MD, and Timothy J. Petersen, PhD
Practical, day-to-day ways to manage your depression.
2018  216 pp., 3 line drawings
978-1-4214-2629-7  $19.95 paperback

Before and After Loss
A Neurologist's Perspective on Loss, Grief, and Our Brain
Lisa M. Shulman, M D
An expert neurologist explores how the mind, brain, and body respond and heal after her personal experience with profound loss.
2018  184 pp., 17 b&w photos
978-1-4214-2695-2  $19.95 paperback

Tree Story
The History of the World Written in Rings
Valerie Trouet
What if the stories of trees and people are more closely linked than we ever imagined?
2020  256 pp., 3 b&w photos, 21 b&w illus.
978-1-4214-3777-4  $27.00 hardcover
Dutch language rights sold

Mammalogy
Adaptation, Diversity, Ecology
fifth edition
George A. Feldhamer, Joseph F. Merritt, Carey Krajewski, Janet L. Rachlow, and Kelley M. Stewart
A completely revised and updated edition of the leading mammalogy textbook, featuring color photographs throughout and a new streamlined structure for enhanced use in courses.
2020  744 pp.
300 color photos, 149 color illus., 22 maps, 74 charts, 115 figures
978-1-4214-3652-4  $124.95 hardcover
Taxi!
A Social History of the New York City Cabdriver
*revised edition*
Graham Russell Gao Hodges

Why the cabdriver is the real victim of the false promises of Uber and the gig economy.

2020  280 pp., 17 halftones
978-1-4214-3779-8  $27.95 hardcover

Detectives in the Shadows
A Hard-Boiled History
Susanna Lee

A century of American history reflected in the iconic private eye.

2020  232 pp., 9 b&w photos
978-1-4214-3709-5  $27.00 hardcover

Stories and the Brain
The Neuroscience of Narrative
Paul B. Armstrong

This book explains how the brain interacts with the social world—and why stories matter.

978-1-4214-3775-0  $34.95 paperback

The Forms of Informal Empire
Britain, Latin America, and Nineteenth-Century Literature
Jessie Reeder

An ambitious comparative study of British and Latin American literature produced across a century of economic colonization.

2020  296 pp., 2 charts
978-1-4214-3807-8  $34.95 paperback
Good Work If You Can Get It
How to Succeed in Academia
Jason Brennan

What does it really take to succeed in academia?

2020  192 pp., 7 line drawings
978-1-4214-3796-5  $24.95 hardcover

The Fifth Wave
The Evolution of American Higher Education
Michael M. Crow and William B. Dabars

Out of the crises of American higher education emerges a new class of large-scale public universities designed to accelerate social change through broad access to world-class knowledge production and cutting-edge technological innovation.

2020  496 pp., 16 graphs
978-1-4214-3802-3  $34.95 hardcover

Teaching the World’s Teachers
edited by Lauren Lefty and James W. Fraser

Examining teacher education in an international context, this book captures the diversity of the world’s educators.

2020  336 pp., 14 b&w illus.
978-1-4214-3829-0  $44.95 hardcover

Learning Online
The Student Experience
George Veletsianos

What’s it really like to learn online?

Tech.edu: A Hopkins Series on Education and Technology

2020  192 pp., 1 chart
978-1-4214-3809-2  $29.95 hardcover
Malignant
How Bad Policy and Bad Evidence Harm People with Cancer
Vinayak K. Prasad, M D, M P H

How hype, money, and bias can mislead the public into thinking that many worthless or unproven treatments are effective.

2020  304 pp., 19 line drawings
978-1-4214-3763-7  $32.95 hardcover

The Political Determinants of Health
Daniel E. Dawes
foreword by David R. Williams

How do policy and politics influence the social conditions that generate health outcomes?

2020  240 pp., 14 line drawings
978-1-4214-3789-7  $29.95 paperback

Conquer the Clutter
Strategies to Identify, Manage, and Overcome Hoarding
Elaine Birchall and Suzanne Cronkwright

How to take back your life when your things are taking over.

2019  296 pp., 70 halftones, 5 line drawings
978-1-4214-3151-2  $25.95 paperback

A Woman’s Guide to Living with Heart Disease
Carolyn Thomas
foreword by Martha Gulati, MD, FACC

The daily challenges of living—and coping—with a chronic and progressive invisible illness.

978-1-4214-2420-0  $19.95 paperback
Alligators
The Illustrated Guide to Their Biology, Behavior, and Conservation
Kent A. Vliet
photographs by Wayne Lynch

The ultimate guide to understanding the biology and behavior of the amazing and underappreciated American alligator.

2020 304 pp
141 color photos, 3 color illus., 2 b&w photos, 1 b&w illus., 1 map
978-1-4214-3337-0 $49.95 hardcover

Forthcoming in Fall 2020

My House Is Killing Me!
The Complete Guide to a Healthier Indoor Environment
second edition
Jeffrey C. May and Connie L. May
foreword by Jonathan M. Samet, MD, and Elizabeth Matsui, MD, MHS

Whether you have allergies or asthma, or you just want to avoid exposures to indoor contaminants and allergens, this book will teach you how to have a healthier home.

2020 384 pp, 67 color photos, 1 color illus., 5 b&w photos
978-1-4214-3895-5 $24.95 paperback

Bipolar Disorder
A Guide for You and Your Loved Ones
fourth edition
Francis Mark Mondimore, MD

The vital resource for people with bipolar disorder and their loved ones, completely updated.

A Johns Hopkins Press Health Book

2020 320 pp., 3 halftones, 23 line drawings
978-1-4214-3906-8 $23.95 paperback
Forthcoming in Fall 2020

Helping Others with Depression
Words to Say, Things to Do
Susan J. Noonan, M.D., M.P.H.
A comprehensive guide to how family members and friends can help someone who has depression.

*A Johns Hopkins Press Health Book*

2020 208 pp.
978-1-4214-3930-3  $19.95 paperback

Preparing for a Better End
Expert Lessons on Death and Dying
Dan Morhaim, M.D.
with Shelley Morhaim
A vital roadmap to planning your own end-of-life care.

2020 240 pp., 2 halftones, 3 line drawings
978-1-4214-3916-7  $25.00 hardcover

The Large Hadron Collider
The Extraordinary Story of the Higgs Boson and Other Stuff That Will Blow Your Mind
Don Lincoln
An insider’s history of the world’s largest particle accelerator, the Large Hadron Collider: why it was built, how it works, and the importance of what it has revealed.

2020 240 pp., 5 b&w photos, 19 b&w illus., 25 halftones, 41 line drawings
978-1-4214-3914-3  $21.95 paperback